Annual Message

From Judy L. Smith and Mark D. Weiner

We are honored to present our 2016 Annual Report which clearly documents CJE’s increasing significance and value to our growing senior community.

Since 2008, CJE’s logo has included a multi-colored and stylized pomegranate. The pomegranate, known for having 613 seeds that are chock-full of nutrients, is symbolic of CJE’s Mission, Values and Vision. That is one reason we are so excited about the new, striking mosaic comprised of pomegranate seeds that embellishes our Adult Day Services building in Evanston. It is our way of sharing with a larger audience the wonderful and creative work of our clients.

This has been a year when we have needed to call upon the strength and meaning that our pomegranate logo represents. We have been particularly challenged by the uncertainty of funding during this fiscal year—just like fellow health and social service agencies—because we are operating in a State that has not had an approved budget for some time. For most of the year, our Board and Management Team have been engaged in developing a wide range of scenarios in order to maintain service delivery. Our primary goal during this difficult time was to serve the greatest number of seniors in our community as possible, while being fiscally responsible.

By balancing our service and financial objectives, CJE has continued to serve 23,000 older adults and family members. We also worked hard this year to enhance our current programming. Some highlights, noted in this Annual Report, include further expansion of our Adult Day Services program on the Weinberg Campus in Deerfield, increased attention to Lieberman’s +30 Transitional Nursing Program to help older adults manage their move back home after short-term rehab in order to avoid re-hospitalization, and the receipt of a very prestigious PCORI grant to allow CJE’s Leonard Schanfield Research Institute to incorporate the voices of older adults in applied research. We are also proud to have been able to serve double the number of elderly Holocaust survivors through our Holocaust Community Services program.

These are only few examples of how CJE is compelled to move forward in a changing environment. We encourage you to visit our newly-designed, very robust and mobile-friendly website, www.cje.net, to learn even more about our continuum of care.

Much of our work can only be accomplished by working diligently with many different stakeholders throughout the community. We are most thankful for our strong partnership with the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago. We are also grateful for the trust and long-term support from many foundations, corporations and individuals. And of course, we are deeply appreciative of our Board members who spend countless hours as dedicated stewards of our enduring Mission.

And finally, we are indebted to our 700-plus staff members who serve our clients, residents and families. Even when times get tough, we remain committed to providing excellent care, being proactive to meet the growing needs of our clients and enhancing the quality of their lives.

With deep appreciation for your support,

Judy L. Smith
Board Chair

Mark D. Weiner
President & CEO
This year’s annual report is inspired by the new, glistening pomegranate seeds—a nod to CJE’s distinctive logo—that embellish the outdoor mural on CJE’s Adult Day Services (ADS) building in Evanston. This artwork project first gained momentum when ADS participants, staff and volunteers asked themselves: *How can we showcase the creative activities, stunning artwork and stimulating conversations that are hidden away in this rather plain brick building?*

Thanks to a generous gift from the Evanston Community Foundation, ADS participants and community members, working with our Creative Arts Therapy staff, crafted these striking designs that represent the variety and uniqueness of CJE’s programs and services.

After months of artistic collaboration, Laura Prohov, Vice President of CJE Community Services, proudly stated at the dedication ceremony in June, “The secret about what exists inside is now revealed for everyone to see!”

Indeed, as these new seeds sparkle and reflect back upon us, we are prompted to also contemplate CJE’s past year, a year that has caused us to ask even more challenging questions and to make difficult decisions. Due to our enduring foundation of mission-driven principles, however, we have tapped into our values of Accountability and Intention to guide us. We have taken a long, hard look at our programs and services. With the Board’s stewardship, and with many choosing to serve on special task forces, we have concentrated on making the best choices to fulfill our strategic vision while honoring our past.

We hope these *Reflections* reveal to you even more of what goes on behind the scenes at CJE to enhance the lives of older adults and how we are intentionally laying the groundwork to meet the challenges that are ahead of us.
Reflections on Our Commitment to Healthcare

Despite cutbacks in some traditional funding sources, we are proud to say that we not only maintained our extensive continuum of care, but we listened to the needs of our consumers and our healthcare partners.

At Lieberman Center, we introduced our Pulmonary Rehabilitation Program that is dedicated to the care and relief of respiratory problems and led by a Board-certified pulmonologist. The new program provides individualized, multi-disciplinary care for such conditions as pneumonia, sleep apnea, lung cancer, COPD, asthma and emphysema.

CJE SeniorLife also entered into an affiliation agreement with NorthShore University HealthSystem (NSUHS) to develop a Jewish Hospice Program. As part of this arrangement, CJE provides comprehensive training to NSUHS hospice staff about Jewish culture and traditions. As a result, NorthShore Hospice Care can offer sensitive, compassionate palliative and hospice services that are consistent with Jewish values to patients in the hospital, at home, in assisted living and in long-term residential communities, such as our very own Weinberg Community and Lieberman Center.

Medication delivery at Lieberman Center has become more responsive and convenient with the installation of an electronically-linked pharmacy dispenser called the OmniCell®. The OmniCell Automated Dispensing Cabinet allows for direct communication with Lieberman’s off-site pharmacy provider, OmniCare, Inc. It provides storage for and immediate access to over 250 different medications at Lieberman Center. This allows staff to respond to patients’ medical needs rapidly and treat them with medication as soon as they emerge. Lieberman Center staff administered over 600,000 doses of medication to its patients in Fiscal Year 2016.

In 2016, Lieberman’s Center for Heart Health admitted 74 patients (averaging 84-years old) with a primary cardiac disease diagnosis. The 30-day re-hospitalization rate due to cardiac related issues for these patients was 18%. This exceptional outcome is due, in part, to the Lieberman +30 Transitional Care Nursing Program, which is designed to help patients manage successful transitions to home by providing education, coaching and follow-up care.
Reflections on Our Innovation

CJE has long been noted by its peers and clients for launching innovative, creative programs to meet the growing needs of older adults… and the trend continues.

CJE was awarded the Spertus Institute’s “Innovation and Collaboration Award” for its partnership with the Jewish Community Centers on a Parkinson’s Wellness Initiative. The exercise program was developed by Ron Benner, Executive Director of Lieberman Center and Sarah Wendel, Director of Rehabilitation. The staff of CJE’s Center for Healthy Living provided the exercise instruction. 172 people participated in 98 classes for the year.

Your Eldercare Consultants proudly launched a new service called Just in Case, a pre-need annual subscription service designed to provide peace of mind for those who care for frail or aging family members. It is a flexible plan for priority coverage and assistance when unexpected situations arise.

An inaugural art display featuring a multitude of creative work by CJE residents and clients was a huge hit during our 2015 Celebrate CJE event. Mosaics, drawings and paintings drew the attention and admiration of the event’s almost 700 attendees.

CJE’s Food Services developed a new market for its frozen packaged Kosher to Go® meals by offering Halal to Go® meals to local organizations such as hospitals and businesses. CJE obtained this halal certification from the Islamic Food and Nutrition Council of America.

Art Display at 2015 Celebrate CJE.
Reflections on Our Excellence

Whether it is the accomplishment of our staff members and their hard work, or the recognition of a program developed by CJE, we are often the recipient of important awards in the community and nationwide.

CJE’s Consumer Assistance Department was awarded the distinction of conducting the highest number of Senior Health Insurance Program (SHIP) contacts in 2015 in the suburban Cook County area served by AgeOptions. Besides SHIP counseling, Consumer Assistance offers a person-centered, confidential consultation that provides information, referral and advocacy services for older adults related to retirement benefits, Social Security and Medicare and benefit identification, yielding an average total savings of $1,756 per household.

The Art in the Moment “tablet app” was awarded a 2016 Jewish Programming Award from the Association of Jewish Aging Services (AJAS). Art in the Moment is a unique program designed specifically for older adults with dementia and their caregivers to spark creative dialogue and nurture positive interaction. The tablet app is based on the popular in-person program developed by the Art Institute of Chicago and CJE SeniorLife. AJAS is a national association of not-for-profit, community-based organizations that promotes and supports the delivery of services to an aging Jewish population.

Amy Eisenstein, Ph.D., Director of CJE’s Leonard Schanfield Research Institute, received the “Rising Star Award” through the 2016 LeadingAge Illinois Honoring Excellence Awards Program, in recognition of her strong leadership skills, commitment to research and robust enthusiasm for the field of aging services.

The Jewish United Fund’s Breakthrough Fund awarded CJE a $100,000 grant for the development of the Virtual Senior Center. This grant allows CJE to fully launch its Virtual Senior Center, a computer-based online program that offers interactive, real-time bridge club, armchair yoga, museum “visits,” Jewish text study and other programs to older adults who find it difficult to leave their homes due to limited mobility or chronic health conditions. Through its Breakthrough Fund, The Jewish United Fund seeks to help support innovative and leading edge programs and initiatives that meet human needs, engage Chicagoans Jewishly and strengthen Jewish communities in Israel and overseas.

Subscribers to the Virtual Senior Center spent 17,511 hours on the Internet. They also spent a total of 2,135 hours in classes that included topics such as Cultural Trends, Music with Les, Exercise and Fitness and a class on computers presented by the New York Public Library.
CJE’s commitment to the study and assessment of new methods and models of elder care is embodied in its Leonard Schanfield Research Institute (LSRI). The LSRI conducts social and applied research projects in the field of aging that provides the catalyst for new and innovative program development. LSRI conducted these six research projects this year:

- Motivational Interviewing and Physical Activity in Parkinson’s disease
- Medication Abuse and Misuse Assessment Project (MAMA)
- Gauging Health and Wellness of Older Adults in Lincoln Park
- Population Health Project
- CEERIAS: Community Engagement for Early Recognition and Immediate Action in Stroke
- Bureau of Sages: Incorporation and Translation of Older Adults Voices into Meaningful Research.

The “Bureau of Sages” received $250,000 in funding by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI). Under the leadership of CJE’s Director of Research Amy Eisenstein, this groundbreaking study is designed to listen to—and hear—the voices of older adults. Researchers, clinicians, residents of Lieberman Center and participants in CJE’s Virtual Senior Center meet quarterly to discuss how the experiences and perspectives of older adults could be translated into meaningful research and be used to improve the care of older adults.

The Population Health Survey Project was one of LSRI’s largest undertakings in 2015–2016. This was an assessment project funded by the Michael Reese Health Trust, with an aim to help us understand the diverse aspects of our client population’s health status, including identification of chronic health conditions, healthcare needs and healthcare providers. This information will allow us to better maintain our relevance in meeting the needs of older adults in our community.

Staff of the LSRI was active in the community and participated on several committees focused on research in aging, including the Alliance for Research in Chicagoland Communities Steering Committee; Lincoln Park Village Research Committee; and Illinois Cognitive Resource Network.

LSRI staff also collaborated with five different organizations, including Northwestern University and the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago, and presented at two national conferences on aging.
Reflections on Our Community Contributions

We pay close attention to our faith-based and value-driven mission. Through home-delivered meals, transportation, personal care, adult day services, memory care, assisted living, skilled nursing, lifelong learning classes and health and wellness programming, we served more than 23,000 individuals and family members in the community this past year.

Demonstrating its deep dedication to involving the local community and sharing its intellectual and social resources with others, Weinberg Community for Senior Living hosted over 60 unique events in the past year, most on its own campus. These included its perennially successful Mahjong Tournament which attracted 80 competitors. The assisted living community also hosted 70 persons for a conference on Parkinson’s disease in partnership with the Parkinson’s Foundation, and CJE’s Transition to Wellness educational series attracted 50 to 60 participants to each of its two presentations. In addition to these events, Weinberg Community provides ongoing Parkinson’s Exercise classes and a Caregiver Support Group to community members.

Weinberg Community’s Adult Day Services Program provided supportive services for 100 participants this past year. Its considerable growth can be attributed to the structured, engaging programs offered in a supportive group setting and led by professional staff with expertise in dementia care and aging issues. Its programming was enriched even further this past year by the addition of Dance/Movement Therapy classes taught by a Certified Dance/Movement Therapist.

Transition to Wellness, CJE’s annual professional educational series provided six presentations at three locations: Lieberman Center, Weinberg Community and Adult Day Services in Evanston. Topics ranged from “Age Discrimination in the Workplace,” “Depression and Anxiety in Older Adults” and “Medical Conflicts.” In keeping with our commitment to service and education, C.E.U.s were offered to social workers and nurses. In all, CJE provided continuing education classes to 250 professionals in the past year.

In August 2015, Illinois Representative Jan Schakowsky (9th District) delivered Meals on Wheels to Evanston and Skokie residents. In a move to mark the 50th Anniversary of the Older Americans Act, which includes the extremely vital Meals on Wheels program, as well as the historic 80th anniversary of the Social Security Act, Rep. Schakowsky drove a meal delivery route with Barbara Rabyne, CJE Senior Director of Community-Based Services. Schakowsky’s public statement recognized that Meals on Wheels is essential for millions of seniors and people with disabilities.
This past year, Holocaust Community Services (HCS) launched a new Friendly Visitor and Caller Program. Funded by a special grant from the Jewish Federations of North America, the Program supports those Holocaust survivors who are isolated or in need of companionship by helping volunteers reach out to them. HCS has worked in continuous partnership with the US and Illinois Holocaust Museums to provide many events for survivors, including a Multi-Generational Holocaust Survivor Passover Seder, as well as the “Never Heard • Never Forget” commemoration of the Holocaust in the former Soviet Union, both held at the Center.

Among the numerous other events and classes HCS has presented are: a free Legal Clinic focusing on Advanced Directives, quarterly Shabbat lunches (in partnership with Maot Chitim) and several Café Europa social gatherings. Holocaust Community Services is in contact with more than 1,300 survivors and has provided almost 600 survivors with ongoing financial assistance for food, medication, homecare and emergency needs.

Last year, CJE provided a total of 8 internships, enabling college students to work alongside CJE’s professional staff to advance their knowledge and learn practical skills in the workplace.

CJE staff members fanned out into the community and presented information about CJE programs and services at 21 health fairs.

The Center for Healthy Living reported great success with its outcomes-based program, Matter of Balance. 88% of participants in a TUG (Timed Up and Go) Test improved from week one to week seven. 90% of participants reported an “increase in confidence” about their ability to reduce falls.
Reflections on Our Social Accountability

In addition to their work at CJE SeniorLife, many employees give back to the community and strive to provide vital assistance to those in need during their personal time. CJE employees self-reported to volunteering almost 3,000 hours of their time to over 50 diverse charitable, religious and civic organizations such as the Old Town School of Folk Music, Casa Central, Olympic Soccer Academy and the University of Buffalo College of Arts & Sciences.

Through designated “Jeans Days,” CJE employees contributed over $900 to the Employee Emergency Fund. This fund is used to help defray unanticipated expenses associated with emergencies that employees may experience. In the past year, funds for emergency shelter, past due rent and medical expenses not covered by insurance were provided.

CJE staff donated over 300 pounds of food to the Dina and Eli Field EZRA Multi-Service Center and The ARK to benefit Chicagoans in need.

CJE Employees take part in #GivingTuesday campaign.

Johnson & Johnson Company Volunteers.
Overall CJE received over 115,000 website visitors and 2,466 views of our YouTube page. We have a total of 641 Facebook and 578 Twitter followers. We also launched an Instagram account.

A total of 155 residents and their family members attended High Holiday services at Weinberg Community for Senior Living.

232 older adults received Counseling through CJE Counseling Services.

CJE's Adult Day Services Program served 70 persons at our Deerfield location. Adult Day Services in Evanston, Culture Bus™ and CJE at Sinai served 143 persons this past year.

Attendance at multiple in-service training sessions on Jewish Culture by CJE’s Religious Life Department totaled 988 individuals. These were presented to staff of CJE as well as NorthShore Hospice employees.

CJE’s Adult Day Services Program served 70 persons at our Deerfield location. Adult Day Services in Evanston, Culture Bus™ and CJE at Sinai served 143 persons this past year.

CJE's five affordable and subsidized residential buildings, located throughout the north side of Chicago and Skokie, provided housing and life-enhancing services to 543 residents.

Resource Specialists met older adults, people with disabilities and their caregivers at 15 community locations in Chicago and the north and northwest suburbs. They also made 11 presentations to 171 attendees on topics such as Medicare Part D and Family Caregiving. Resource Specialists handled 472 benefits applications that were submitted on behalf of clients.

CJE's Consumer Assistance Resource Specialists served 1,808 unduplicated clients, for a total of 4,265 hours of service provided. $39,775 in emergency financial assistance was distributed on behalf of clients by Consumer Assistance. Our Entry Department provided information and referral services to 4,099 callers.

Over 3,000 donors supported our organization last year, including over 18 new Legacy Donors. Our #GivingTuesday campaign raised $20,585 and we received $5,000 matching funds from the Retirement Research Foundation. Our Associate Board now has grown to 22 young adult leaders who give their time and resources to CJE.

In 2016, CJE Food Services provided 429 older adults with 78,385 Home-Delivered Meals and Kosher to Go® meals.

359 regular volunteers donated 238 hours to CJE. Also, 1,679 people came with groups (e.g. corporations, synagogues, sisterhoods or men's clubs) to volunteer over 11,584 hours of their time. According to the Independent Sector’s estimated dollar value of volunteer time, this adds up $490,566 given back to CJE through acts of loving kindness.

582 older adults received Personal Care and Housekeeping services.
CJE SeniorLife Mission and Values

Mission
The mission of CJE SeniorLife is to enhance quality of life and facilitate the independence of older adults.

Values
“The test of a people is how it behaves toward the old.” —Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel
At CJE SeniorLife, we fulfill our mission and realize our vision for and on behalf of our Clients, our Clients’ families, our Staff, our Board Members, and our Volunteers by striving for excellence through Respect, Advocacy, Compassion, Intention, Innovation and Accountability.

Respect—Kavod
We recognize, honor and acknowledge the inherent value of each person, for their wisdom, their culture, their background, and their unique history.

Advocacy—Timicha
We give voice to our clients’ needs and facilitate positive actions on their behalf. We engage state and federal officials to advocate the adoption, preservation and/or modification of governmental programs and practices which benefit our community and clients.

Compassion—Chesed
We treat everyone with caring, sensitivity, understanding, and supportive responsiveness.

Intention—Kavanah
We approach our work and each task with mindful consideration as to what we are doing and why we are doing it, as individuals and as an agency.

Innovation—Chidushim
Advance our knowledge and strive to develop, evaluate and implement new and advanced programming and models of care to bring benefits to our clients, community and broader older adult/healthcare environment.

Accountability—Arevut
We are responsible individually and as an agency for honest, accurate work and interaction with others. We plan strategically and provide quality care with measurable outcomes with fiscal and ethical responsibility.

Employees of the Year
The following CJE SeniorLife staff members personify the values and commitment to customer service by which CJE has come to be known.

Jaclyn Abramson, Adult Day Services Care Coordinator, Friend Center at Weinberg Community
Cindy Pedersen, Executive Assistant, Lieberman Center
Juan Villanueva, Applications Analyst—Information Technology
CJE Employees with 20 or More Years of Service

Shevonne Abraham, Resident Care Assistant
Elizabeth Akerele-Ale, In-Home Service Worker II
Evangelia Albano, Lead Billing & Collections
Leyyena Amadio, Environmental Services Worker
Maureen Beckford, Resident Care Assistant II
Amelita Beltran, R.N., Health Services—Float Pool
Paula Berger, Resident Service Coordinator
Martha Berry, Resident Care Assistant
Joel Brody, Manager—Internal Auditing
Susan Buchbinder, Director—Religious Life
Wanda Capua, MDS Nurse
Yelena Chepkiy, In-Home Service Worker
Conchita Ching, R.N., Health Services
Shannon C. Conley, Health Services Coordinator
Esther Craven, Resource Center Associate
Melanie Matin Croke, Senior Accountant
Lois Davis, Activity Manager—Independent Housing
Tresa Dawravoo, R.N., Health Services—Float Pool
Marie Delva, Resident Care Assistant
Nida Domines, Supervisor—Resident Care
Elena Dula, L.P.N.
Grigory Dvorkin, Maintenance Supervisor
Paula Gayle, Resident Care Assistant
Juan Gibson, Environmental Services Worker
Delba Gines, Resident Care Assistant
Dorothy C. Graham, Receptionist
Sheila Gresham, In-Home Service Worker II
Daphne Hill, Resident Care Assistant II
Marie S. Jean-Pierre, In-Home Service Worker II
Mary Jenkins, Resident Care Assistant II
Angelita Juranes, R.N., Health Services
Maya Kramer, Activity Worker
Mary Kuriakose, Resident Care Assistant
Marie J. Lenesca, Dining Services Associate
Domingo Mabbagu, R.N., Health Services
Kelly McClendon, L.P.N.
Merle Mendoza, Environmental Services Worker
Myrtle Mobley, Health Information Clerk

Dorothy Moore, Program Aide
Pornchit Noomano, L.P.N.
Ricky Olaco, Resident Care Assistant
Gloria M. Ortiz, Resident Care Assistant
Temoorshah Osmani, Dining Services Associate
Karen Platt, In-Home Service Worker II
Barbara Rabyne, Senior Director—Community Services
Genoveva Sanchez, R.N., Health Services—Float Pool
Tara Sanderson-Bryant, Human Resources Assistant
Barbara Sarasin, Geriatric Care Manager
Rocio Scala, Night Monitor—Robineau
Melina Scheibe, Coordinator—Nutrition/Food
Erin Sharp, Program Support Specialist
Helena Skowyra-Munoz, R.N., Health Services—Float Pool
Lourdes Soriano, MDS Nurse
Ranford Stephens, Dining Services Associate
Chana Sulpar, Resource Center Associate
Joseph Suzuki, Transportation Driver
Diana Sykes, Resident Care Assistant
Felicia Thomas, Personal Care Coordinator
Rozalya Trogub, Care Manager II
Dorothy Turner, Resident Care Assistant
Wanda Turner, Activity Coordinator
Lucas Viloria, Dining Services Associate
Dennis Wedderburn, Lead Environmental Services Worker
Elaine Wilson, Resident Care Assistant
Financial Summary of Income and Expense
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 2016

Total Income in thousands $58,000

- Skilled Nursing $21,390 (37%)
- Assisted Living $12,577 (22%)
- Community Programs $9,046 (16%)
- Independent Living $6,764 (11%)
- Jewish Federation $5,677 (10%)
- Contributions $2,546 (4%)

Functional Expenses in thousands $58,000

- Salaries & Benefits $33,218 (57%)
- Program Fees $7,496 (13%)
- Debt Expense $7,074 (12%)
- Occupancy $4,752 (8%)
- Supplies & Other $2,901 (5%)
- Food Service $2,559 (5%)

Income by Payor Source in thousands $58,000

- Private Pay $17,609 (30%)
- State of IL Medicaid $8,116 (14%)
- Medicare $6,753 (12%)
- Jewish Federation $5,677 (10%)
- Foundations & Grants $5,335 (9%)
- Housing & Urban Development $4,737 (8%)
- Illinois Dept of Aging $3,908 (7%)
- Other $3,319 (6%)
- Contributions $2,546 (4%)
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Joyce and Richard Durra
Dr. Vadim Edelstein
Estia Eichten and Deborah Forman Eichten
Susan and Alan Ellenby
Drs. Rochelle and Arthur Elstein
Sig Feiger and Rose Grossinger
Lynne and Mark Feinberg
Feitler Family Fund
Laura and James Feldman
Roslyn K. Fiegel
Jane and Charles Forman
Susan and Stuart Fried
Adrienne and Irwin Friedman
Lee and Donald Geller
Celebrate CJE
Corporate and Individual Sponsors

Premier Circle: Philip Garoon
Benefactors: Anonymous, Joseph and Bessie Feinberg Foundation, Elaine and Norton Sarnoff, Swartzberg/Zoller Family Foundation

CJE SeniorLife would like to thank all contributors to the 2016 Celebrate CJE event.
Andrea and Anthony Nocchiero
Anne and John Oppenheimer
Optum
Alan Orlowsky
Stuart Perlik
Polsinelli Shughart PC.
Popower Katten, Ltd.
Right At Home
Fay Rogak
Cindy and David Rosenbloom
Jennifer and Paul Rosenblum
Donna and David Rubin
Carol and Lee Saldinger
David Saltz
Linda and Jay Schiff
Phyllis and James Schneider
Janice and Michael Schrimmer
Beverly and Ira Schulman
Trudy and Edward Schwartz
Phyllis Segal
Senior Lifestyle Corporation
Linda R. Sher
Valerie and Mitchell Slotnick
Barbara and Dr. Marc Slutsky
Judith and Norman Soep
Heidi and William Spizman
Rhonda and Gary Stern
Donna and Ira Leavitt
Dorothy Swanson
Marianne and Stuart Taussig
Temple Jeremiah
Benjamin Tessler
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Company
TMK Productions, Inc.
Topel Forman, LLC
Sarah and Andrew Topus
US Bank
Wayne Walker
Robert and Robert Washlow
Norton Wasserman
Diane and Richard Weinberg
Mark Weisberg
Jessica and Leonid Weiss
Denise and Tom Whennen
Brenda Wolf and Fred Siegman
Andrea Yablon
Eirit and Alon Yonatan
Alison Zirn and Scott Greenberg
Lili Ann and Richard Ziscook
Eileen and Larry Zoll
Ronna and Steven Zoll

$300–$499
ABILITY Network
Gershen Abraham
Wendy and Steven Abrams
Aitz Hayim Center for Jewish Living
Mona and Albert
Atomatic Mechanical Services, Inc.
Marcia and Bruce Balinick
Dolores and Ralph Barnett
BDO
Terese Mosher Beluris
Buni and Jordy Berger
Molly and Steven Berman
Diane and Karl Berdolzheimer
Joanne and Lawrence Blankstein
Amy and Mark Blumenthal
The Breakers of Edgewater Beach
Elaine and Joel Brody
Magda Brown
Susan and Colman Buchbinder
Beth and Paul Cherner
Chicago Jewish Funerals
Sandra Collins
ComForcare Home Care
Congregation Beth Shalom
Con-tech International, Inc.
Jillian and Jack Cowan
Gail and Chris Dallas
Judge and Mrs. Ronald Davis
Edith F. DeMar
Marcia and Kenneth Denberg
Direct Imprint, Inc.
Paula and Ronald Domsky
Dutton & Casey, PC
Joan and Warren Eagle
Susan and Richard Eggener
Electro Force, LLC
Janet and Paul Epner
Gitta Fajerstein
Maurice Fantus and Judith A. Aiello
Nadine and Jeffrey Franklin
Fifth Third Bank
First Bank of Highland Park Foundation
Fischel & Kahn, Ltd.
Geneva Advisors, LLC
Dale and Gerald Ginsburg
Alana and Scott Glickson
Suzanne Glink
Goldstein Financial Group, LLC
Joel Goldstein
Gillian and Ellis Goodman
Sylvia Gordon
Great Mountain Capital Management, LLC

Allyson Marks Greenfield and Avi Greenfield
Sherry Harrison
Ellen and Werner Heimann
Naomi and Allen Hirschfield
Hokin Sternberg Insurance Services
Home Instead Senior Care
Martin R. Hurtig
Hyatt Regency Chicago
JAC Education Foundation
Johnson Goldberg and Brown, Ltd.
Robin and Charles Kafershtok
Gerri and David Kahnweiler
Eileen and Sherman Kaplan
Carole Klein-Alexander and Ron Klein
Mardi Klevs
Randi and Alan Kohn
Karen and Mitchell Kopin
Bonnie and Edward Koven
Kraft Eye Institute, Ltd.
Tracey and Robert Kritt
Roberta and Jeffrey Kwall
Harvey Lambert
Beth and Stephen Landsman
Caryl and Burt Lasko
Andrea and Philip Latsky
Maurice Fantus and Judith A. Aiello
Buni and Jordy Berger
Gail and Gary Lissner
Sue Ann Lorig
Rabbi and Mrs. Steven S. Lowenstein
Shana Lowitz
Ted Lowitz
Magid Glove & Safety Manufacturing Company, LLC
Robert Mallon and Lew Robert
Barbara and Larry Margolis
Naomi and Dr. Norman Marshall
McKesson Medical-Surgical
Donna Medintz and Len Parmacek
Laurie and Martin Merel
Joanne and Alan Meyers
Midwest Foods
Arthur Miller
Monahan Law Group, LLC
J. Clifford Moos
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Company
TMK Productions, Inc.
Topel Forman, LLC
Sarah and Andrew Topus
US Bank
Wayne Walker
Robert and Robert Washlow
Norton Wasserman
Diane and Richard Weinberg
Mark Weisberg
Jessica and Leonid Weiss
Denise and Tom Whennen
Brenda Wolf and Fred Siegman
Andrea Yablon
Eirit and Alon Yonatan
Alison Zirn and Scott Greenberg
Lili Ann and Richard Ziscook
Eileen and Larry Zoll
Ronna and Steven Zoll

Newmark Grubb Knight Frank
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Six Ways to Contribute to CJE SeniorLife

1. **Unrestricted Endowment Funds**
2. **Designated Endowment Funds**
3. **Income for Life Endowment Funds**
4. **Planned Giving**
5. **General Contributions**
6. **Create Your Jewish Legacy Program**

The Council for Jewish Elderly (dba CJE SeniorLife) Endowment Foundation was created in partnership with the Jewish Federation of Metropolitan Chicago's Agency Endowment Program, which was established to ensure that CJE SeniorLife and our sister agencies have the necessary resources to meet the community’s needs. All commitments to CJE's Endowment Foundation are recognized as gifts to the Jewish Federation's Centennial Campaign.

---

- **Carroll Berkowitz**
- **Paul Berks**
- **Dr. and Mrs. David M. Berkson**
- **Suzanne and Gershon Berkson**
- **Alissa Berman**
- **Ruth and Robert Berns**
- **Michelle Bernstein**
- **Susan and Dr. Ira Bernstein**
- **Beth Hillel Congregation Bnai Emunah**
- **Beth Shalom B’nai Zaken**
- **Lisa Blechman**
- **Alison and Andrew Bloom**
- **Vivian and Howard Bloom**
- **Arlene and Howard Blumenthal**
- **Gail and Marvin Boehm**
- **Boelter Food Service**
- **Sandra Bornstein**
- **Marley S. Boruszak**
- **Marlene and Harold Bressler**
- **Shirley and Andrew Brill**
- **Jean and Albert Broday**
- **Sheila Broder**
- **Beverly and Allan Brodsky**
- **Julie and Matthew Brody**
- **Deborah and Matthew Brown**
- **Gail and Andrew Brown**
- **Janet and Alan Brown**
- **Selma and John Burley**
- **Edryce Cadden**
- **Carol Caplan**
- **Carpet Central & Harwood Flooring**
- **Joan Chapman**
- **Charles E. Dobrusin & Associates, Ltd.**
- **Roberta and Dr. Donald Charous**
- **Judith Chazin**
- **Judy M. Chernick**
- **Ches Medicine Consultants, S.C.**
- **Chicago Messenger Service, Inc.**
- **Steven Chroszy**
- **Lois and Donald Chudacoff**
- **Joan and Mitchell Chukerman**
- **Patricia and Dr. Nessim Cicurel**
- **Citizens for Lou Lang**
- **The Claim Company Restaurant**
- **Beverly and Joseph Cohen**
- **Diana M. Cohen and David B. Spitzulnik**
- **Lillian and Herbert Cohen**
- **Lisa and Bruce Cohen**
- **Zenia and Jeffrey Cohen**
- **Stuart Cohn**
- **Helen S. Coleman**
- **Steven Colton**
- **Vincent Connelly**
- **Drs. Ellen and Dean Conterato**
- **Janette and Timothy Cooper**
- **Coye Financial.com**
- **Ruth Crane, z”l**
- **Patricia Dalessandro**
- **Daniel Weinbach & Partners, Ltd.**
- **Robert H. Dann and Erica Regunberg**
- **Janice Das**
- **Dasco Insurance Agency, Inc.**
- **Deborah Morrison DeFilippo**
- **Patricia DeJeann**
- **Dalia and Brad Dennis**
- **Derick Dermatology**
- **Devon Bank**
- **Adam DeWitt**
Dilling Group, Inc.
Stephanie and Sanford Dishman
Rosalie Dixler
Sharon Doney
Deanna G. Drucker
Drum Parts-Midwest
Maureen and John Dugan
Albert Dukelsky
Duxler Complete Auto Care
William Dworsky
Edward Don & Co
Mary Eisenrath
Amy and Russ Eisenstein
Abby and Gary Elkins
Helaine Ellenby
Employees Charity Organization (ECHO)
of Northrop Grumman
Andrew Englehart
Enova International, Inc.
Joan R. Ente
Christine and William Erenberg
Emily Ann Erickson
William Erwin
Esscoe, LLC
Eva Habomin Niles Township
Irving C. Faber and Paula E. Litt
Marion and Burt Fainman
Ruth Fairfield
Ellen and Brad Falkof
Carolyn and Dr. Ronald Feingold
Elizabeth and Henry Feldman
Judith Feldman
Leo H. Feldman
Mildred Feldman
The Honorable Glenn L. Felner
Joyce Fenichel
Barbara and Glenn Ferencz
Amy and Marty Fields
Rhonda and James Filatreault
Jeffrey Finke
Leon L. Finkel
Dr. Tessa Fischer
Judi Fishman and Stuart Nudelman
Pearl Fisk
Jennifer and Patrick Fitzgerald
Randi and Karl Flickinger
William K. Flowers
Beth and Robert Footlik
Julie and Jeffrey Forgash
Bonnie Forkosh
Ronald Forman
Beatrice Fowler
Kenneth Fox
Rochelle and Leonard Foxman
Joan and Dr. Robert Fragen
Elaine S. Frank
Frank Kiesel & Associates, Inc.
Kim and Stuart Frankenthal
Suzanne and Cory Franklin
Jerome and Jeanette Franklin
Margaret Franklin
Janet and Melvyn Freed
Susan and Paul Freehling
Kathleen and Alan Freeman
Shirley B. Freilich
Anita and Stephen Friedman
Chaya Friedman
Joan and Howard Friedman
Linda Friedman and Jeff Crell
Myra and Morris Gabel
Bonny and Harvey Gaffin
Nina and Mark Gaines
Gale Goldstick Properties
Bryna and Edward Gamson
Bryan C. Gannis
Giora and Diana Garay
Michael Gelder
Edmund Gelfand
Melissa Gelfand
Ann M. Gershenson
Baruch and Richard Gershenson
Robert L. Gevirtz
Amy and Scott Gilbert
Ruth Gilbert and Marshall E. Lobin
Dr. Janice Gilden
Leslee and Mark Gilhooley
Carol and Jerry Ginsburg
Sheila and Marvin Ginsburg
Maureen Glassberg
Bobbie and Kenneth Glick
Helen and Ron Glick
Nancy R. Glick and Michael R. Finnegan
Barbara and Norman Gold
Ilise Goldberg
Margo and Barry Goldberg
Muriel and Ronald Goldberg
Gay and Thomas Goldblatt
Patricia and Loren Golden
Scott Goldenberg
Diane Goldman
Goldberg Weisman Cairo
Goldman Sachs
Barbara G. Goldsmith
Minnie and Ronald Goldsmith
Cecelia and Edward Goldstein
Gail and Donald Goldstein
Dr. Jay Goldstein
Myla and Dr. Bruce Goldstick
Ann and James Goodman
Iris Goodman
Alanna and Robert Gordon
Kay and Barton Gordon
Linda and Dr. Leo Gordon
Margo and Burt Gordon
Mitchell Gordon
Norma and Phillip Gordon
Sharon and Michael Gordon
Estelle and William Gould
Patricia and Douglas Gray
Helen D. Greenbaum
Shira Greenfield
Mary and Robert Gremsley
Roslyn and Sam Grodzin
Merle and Barry Gross
Ellen and Lawrence Grossman
Ellen and Arnold Gruber
Sarah and Bryan Gryka
Dana and Adam Guetzow
Irina and Mikhail Gumin
Barbara and Mark Gutman
Arthur M. Guterman
Marla and Irwin Gzesz
Lisa and David Haas
Julie Harris and Alan Greisman
Barbara and Jerome Handler
David Harris
Janice and Yra Harris
Judy and Michael Harris
Saundra Hawes
HealthMEDX, Inc.
HearUSA
Judith and Melvin Heckman
Patricia Heestand
Hefter, Leshem, Margolis Capital
Management Group
Heidi and Daniel Hefter
Greta Heiman
Lorraine Helfand
Susanne Henry and Alan Schachtman
Elaine and Karl Herman
Sandra and Jack Herman
Veronika and Rafael Hernandez
Janis and Dr. Steven Hersh
Jan K. Hirsch
Joyce and Richard Hirsch
Sarah and Scott Hirsch
Bruce Hirsh
Cynthia and Gary Hoeffer
Melissa and Kenneth Hoffman
Sarah and Aaron Hoffman
Dr. Yonit Hoffman and Paul Peterson
Hollister Retiree Club
Susan Horn and Don Honchell
Vicki and Thomas Horwich
Nancy Hunt
Susan and Bruce Huvard
Idlewod Electric Supply
International Exterminator Co.
Arnie and Janet Jacobson
Ted Jadwin and Ellen Morris
Ann and Jerry Jaeger
Tiffany Jones
Sibyl Josephson
Ellen and Eric Joss
Arlene and Harold Kabb
Donna Kahan
Walter Kale
Gail and Bernard Kalish
Cheryl and Juan Kaminski
Maxine and Larry Kane
Lily Kanter
Robbi and Craig Kanter
Yvette and Arnold Kanter
Jack Kanuk
Anita and Michael Kaplan
Rachel Kaplan and Bob Riesman
Sandi A. Kaplan
Susan and Mitchell Kaplan
Alexandra Kaplin
Lee Kapor
Frances Kapp
Lori and Gary Kash
Barbara and Richard Kavitt
Debra H Kaye
Mary and Ralph Keen
Drs. Nadine and Michael Keer
Sandra and Jeffrey Kellman
Rabbi Allan Kensing and Adina Kleiman
Kathryn and William Kerr
Keshet/Gadol
Keyth Technologies
Renee and Zach Klein
Alice and Frank Kleinman
Fran and Allan Kletensky
KMK Distributors
Leslie and Fred Knight
Michael Kohn
Eila and Douglas Koltun
Jolee and Donald Kooperman
Ellen and Dr. Jack Koransky
Ruth Koress
Viktoriya Marmur Kosoglad
Tracy and Scott Kozak
Geoffrey Krader
Marcia and Dr. Jerome Kraut
Barbara and Norman Kravitz
Peggy W. Kreisman
The Honorable and Mrs. Michael Kreloff
Valerie and Keith Kretchmer
Adrienne and Jeffrey Kriezelman
Ruth S. Krupp
Janice and Melvin Kupperman
Alice and Charles Kurland
Ellen and Michael LaBarbera
Renee Lallas
Myrl Landsman
Gail and Howard Lanzman
Adrienne and Gerald Lasin
Lazar’s Juvenile Furniture
Steven J. Lee
Becky and Dean Leff
James E. Leopold
Sandra and Wayne Lerner
Michele Leshan and Stephen Rubenstein
Jan and Allen Lev
Sally R. Levenstam
Jill and John Levi
Betty Levin
Elaine and Jack Levin
Gloria and John Levin
Laurie and Gerald Levin
Samuel J. Levin
Susan and Herb Levin
Carole and Martin Levine
Dr. Monte Levinson
Carole and Joseph Levy
Eva Levy
Fran and Mark Levy
Rachel Levy
Beatrice F. Lewis
Deborah B. Lewis
Ilia Lewis
Jamie and Douglas Lewis
Sue and Samuel Lewis
Zvie Liberman
Liberty Technology Advisors
Susan Lieberman and James I. Stoller
Carol and Robert Lifton
Barbara and Herbert Linn
Nancy and James Litke
Anne and Melvin Loeb
The Loewenthal Group
Sharon and Harry London
Donna and Richard Loundy
Lois Lourie
Lo Verde Contracting Co.
Rebecca and Garrett Lyman
M & R Electronic Systems, Inc.
Barry Machlin
Rose K. Mandell
Edith Margolis
Zisy and Hadley Margolis
Barbara Mason
Glenda and Dr. Sanford Mason
Gloria and Eric Matlin
Matlin Law Group, P.C.
Linda L. Matthew
Eric Mattson
Max & Benny’s
Dorothy Mayer
Larry Mayer
Cindy and Tom Mazzetta
Margaret Mcinerney
Shelley McNaughton-Sulkin and Mark Sulkin
Judy and Harry Melamed
Richard Meltzer
Lenore Melzer
Nancy and Michael Merel
Bonnie and Charles Mervis
Ken Mettler
Harriet and Ronald Meyer
Lisa Meyerowitz and Daniel Greene
Marjoria and Gary Meyers, D.D.S.
Michael H. Erde & Associates, P.C.
Shari and Jerry Michaels
Terri and Gary Michaels
Dana Mikstay
Barbara and Jordan Miller
Bonnie and David Miller
Goldie and Jack Miller
Jill Goldberg and Robert Miller
Michele and Robert Miller
Peggy and Stanton Miller
Suzanne and Lee Miller
Nicole and Jason Mills
Justine and David Mintzer
Mirco Builders
Rabbi Victor Mirelman
Leslie and Charles Mishner
Beth Mitnick
Mi-Te Printing
Christopher Mondini
Leslie and Samuel Morasca
Cindi and Gary Morgan
Elaine W. Morrison
Sheryl and Michael Moss
Much Shelist
Cathy Nachman
Michael A. Nadler
Steven B. Nasatir and Carolyn Rosenberg
Sheldon Natenberg
Dr. Herbert E. Natof
Janet and Michael Nemlich
Nancy Newberger
Barbara and Alan Newman
Janet Newman and Michael Wise
Clare and Daniel Nimer
Seymour Nordenberg
North Shore Congregation Israel
North Suburban Hearing Service, Ltd.
Northwestern Mutual
Norton’s Restaurant & Bar
Ilene and Stephen Novack
Dolores and Sidney Oberman
Carol O’Connor
Karen and Arnold Okmin
Elyse Etra and Leonard Oshinsky
Marilyn Owen
Darlene and Norman Padnos
Partners For Change
Kari and Richard Pasmann
Perl Mortgage
The Roslyn & Joseph Perlman Foundation
Betty and Thomas Philipsborn
Lynn and Dr. Louis Philipson
Dana and Michael Pinesel
Iris and Steve Podolsky
Sally and Dennis Polisner
Nancy and Daniel Pollack
Susan and Mark Pollack
David Pollak
Naomi and Raymond Pollak
Alan Portnoy
Charlene and Richard Posner
Dr. Mendl Pozin
Toni Price
Deborah and Dr. David Rabin
Barbara Rabyne
Rodger Raffie, z”l and Rosalyn Raffe
Linda S. Randall and Steve Randall
Zoe Reese
Marilyn Rest
Shelley Riskin
Ricardo Rivera
Marlynn and Charles Rivkin
Helene Rivlin
Robert’s Cycle Company
Ronald Roman
Ron’s Landscape & Snow Removal
Joyce and Herbert Root
Carrie and Dr. David Rosen
Dorothy and Steve Rosen
Judith Israel Rosen
Lynn Rosen
Henry Rosenbaum
Laurence Rosenberg
Leona Z. Rosenberg
David R. Rosenblatt
Merle and Sheldon Rosenfeld
Dinah Rosenthal
Terry and Jerald Rosenthal
Dr. Vin Rosenthal
Warner A. Rosenthal
Eliot H. Rosenwald
Ronald Roth
Terri Rothstein
Barbara and Ted Rouse
Holly and Irwin Rozner
Susan and Jeffrey Rubenstein
Laure and Jeffrey Rubin
Tracey Rubinson
Joan and William Ruppert
Brent Sahl
Michelle and Joseph Salamone
Nancy Salkover
Andrea and Ronald Sandler
Ronald M. Sandler
Revelle and Henry Schachter
Sharon Schatz
Jill and Dan Schecter
Judith and David Schiffman
Dr. Joseph H. Schmaltz II
Renee and Herbert Schneider
Ina Schneiderman
Jennifer and Noah Schnepfer
Michael J. Schorin and Jan A. Zausmer
Barbara Schraye
Rabbi and Mrs. Robert D. Schreibman
Mary Schreibstein and Michael E. Fox
Robert Schwab
Schwartz Wolf & Bernstein, LLP
Cassie Schwartz
David Y. Schwartz
Frederick E. Schwartz
Jamie and David Schwartz
Reva and Michael Schwartz
Searchers
Securitas Security Services
Lisa Seltzer and Gary Wolfson
Mona and Harold Shabelman
Diane and Howard Shachter
Marjorie P. Shafton
Government Partners
AgeOptions
Chicago Department of Planning and Development
Chicago Housing Authority
Chicago Low Income Housing Trust Fund
City of Evanston CDBG
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services
Illinois Department of Human Services
Illinois Department of Transportation
Illinois Department on Aging
Illinois Housing Development Authority
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs
U.S. Social Security Administration
Village of Skokie CDBG

Contributed Gifts and Services
Kathleen and Glenn Bennett
Beth Hillel Bnei Emunah Sisterhood Board
Marjorie Breyer and Glen Marder
Les Brownlee and Priscilla R. MacDougal
Ida Bulkin
Chicago Bulls
Ruth Colby
Mara and Peter Delman
Neal Draznin
Molly and Steven Regin
Milton and Beatrice Rohde Estate
Stephan Ronser
Doris Roskin
Norma Sachs Fund
The Robert L. and Claire Sampson Charitable Annuity Trust
Stephen P. Sandler
Leonard Schanfield Research Endowment Fund
Robert and Julie Schlossberg
Estate of Eugene M. Segal
Edward and Dorothy Shapiro
Marci L. Shapiro
Estate of Jerome and Natalie Share
Leonard and Diane Sherman Family Foundation
The Susan and David Sherman Family Endowment Fund for The Diane Sherman Welcome Shabbat Lunch and Learn Program
Leonard Shraiberg Endowment Fund
Joel S. Siegel
Linda Soreff Siegel
Seymour and Roslyn Simon Trust
Edward and Honora Singer
Estate of Lillian and Dwight D. Slater
Judy and Michael Smith
Chicago and Gross Spertus Trust
Adele Stern
Estate of Veda Stern
Rick Strusiner
Swartzberg / Zoller Family Foundation
Dianne Tesler
Miriam Toney
Rachel Topp Trust
Randi Urkov
Estate of Lucille L. Vodian
Estate of Birdie Wagner
Miss Brenna Wagner
The Wagner Foundation
Estate of Muriel Wein
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, Inc.
Stanley L. Weinberg
Mark and Patty Weiner
Nellie and Louis Weiner Fund
Weinfield Trust
Ronald Weismehl
Enid and Kalman Wening
Judith W. Whellan
Marshall Yablon
June and Howard Zimmerman

*July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016. CJE SeniorLife is a 501(c)(3) organization. Gifts are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. CJE SeniorLife has made every effort to be certain that the list is complete and accurate. It is published with the intention of thanking our generous donors. Please accept our apologies if there are any errors or omissions.
Together We Grow
This outdoor mural at left, a remarkable undertaking by Adult Day Services (ADS) in Evanston, transformed a plain brick façade into a rich symbol of cooperation and community. This report depicts some of the 85 unique seeds on the mural, echoing the seeds in the CJE SeniorLife logo, that were created by ADS participants and other contributors.